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Editor’s Note:

Thinking the Album
By means both incidental and existential, Much of this issue of the Quarterly Review of Contemporary Country is focused on the question of the
album. Incidental because much of what worked best this quarter, and
much of what dropped stars from otherwise worthwhile projects, came
down to their construction as an album. And existential not only because
this is a zine focused on the reviews of albums, but because those successes
and failures necessarily began to reconstitute the imaginary that surrounds
the material thing that we call an album.
Starting at the base: an album is, of course, first and foremost a material abstraction. It is a way of organizing labor into material that can be marketed,
sold, and consumed. It is a commodity, in the sense of a thing with a price,
and use and exchange values, and which is caught up in the production of
surplus value. As with all commodities under capitalism, of course, this is
presented in the context of a market; and as with all commodities under
what might variously be called late capitalism, the spectacle (where social
relations are mediated by commodity fetishism/images) or postmodernism
(the cultural expression of neoliberal policy’s dominance in the capitalist
mode of production), it is subject to highly specific modes of valorization,
which includes, to resort back to the Lacanian term, its imaginary.
Which is just to say that it goes both ways: the idea of the album is determined by its material conditions, including (and especially) the way that
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things are made and sold in general, and that the idea of the album feeds
back into those same conditions, albeit obviously on a very different scale.
So trying, say, to conceptualize just what an album should do is not a neutral project, any more than saying an album fails to do what it meant. Take,
for instance, the review of Robbie Fulks’
, where I take
the position that the critical dogma of “take the thing on its own terms” is
never enough, especially as dogma. Or how the review of Neil Young &
Promise of the Real is invested in
precisely because it organizes itself
into an album in ways that live records rarely do. The concept of Sturgill
Simpson’s
, or the bizarrely introductory quality
of The Lowest Pair’s
and
.
The useful brevity of Maren Morris’
and the way that
keep interest with the round robin style. All of these things don’t fail
to implicated in value.
The question, then, isn’t how to theorize the album in such a perfect way
that it escapes these things, but to continue to develop an understanding
of what it means to put a dozen songs together with some art and a press
release. And hey, maybe taking a look at some of these records will help.
-Ben Gabriel,
@Benladen / http://islanddemeter.com
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April

Petals
Elephant Revival

★★☆☆

Petals

The first issue of QROCC was filled with questions and insinuations about
the status of the Americana genre. It is, of course, storied, and possesses
it’s own history (and Grammy). Since QROCC is largely an experiment in
exploring country by someone who doesn’t have the deepest history with
it, though, certain things about these histories elude me. And so some of
these insinuations are based in ignorance, or in approaching the genre
through different histories. There is, of course, an element of doing due
diligence, but what I’ve looked into doesn’t necessarily change my mind.
To be explicit about these questions, it seems to me that the Americana
genre is often filled with what I’ve mentioned before as an indie rock diaspora. By this I largely mean that bands that would have, in the early aughts,
been playing in the vein of a Modest Mouse or a Built to Spill are now
doing something very similar, except with the addition of a banjo or fiddle
player as a band member. My intuition says that this is the consequence
of a confluence of factors; there was already a thin line, both aesthetically—things like the
bluegrass tribute to Modest
Mouse were not just novelties but genuinely loved by fans of the band—
and thematically, with (to use them again, for consistency at least) Modest
Mouse themselves having songs like “Trailer Trash” and “Cowboy Dan”
that skew remarkably close to the kinds of things that a lot of roots music
tends to talk about. Conor Oberst killed Bright Eyes at a festival called
Hardly Strictly Bluegrass, after all. There is also the general cultural devaluing of rock music since the indie moment, which is as wrapped up in the
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requirements of new models of music industry and distribution as it is in
the rise of rap and the EDMification of pop.
The questions, wrapped up in those insinuations, go soemthing like this:
What does it actually mean that those who would have been singing about
trailer parks with elaborate solos are now singing love songs set elliptically
in the same with banjo accompaniment? Do you read it as a sort of liberal
grassroots, a taking back of formal elements from the dogwhistling of family values and small governments? Or is it a general rightward trend in what
was never exactly revolutionary music, but which now explores the nationalism built into the form? My assumption is in the latter direction, but that
requires a stronger argument than “form is political.” Because that would
boil down to little more than that banjos and/or love songs are reactionary,
which is goofy.
The actual answer is much harder, and would rely on a thorough look
at not only the kind of music being put out under this umbrella, but the
politics and economics of it, and all in relation to big picture stuff from an
understanding of shifting distribution models to an analysis of the future of
history. And QROCC only touches the beginning of that. To wit:
Elephant Revival’s

is pretty whatever.

Little Windows
Teddy Thompson & Kelly Jones
★★☆☆

Little Windows
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★★★☆

Upland Stories
Robbie Fulks

Among dogmatic statements about criticism, one of the most prevalent is
the claim that a thing should be appraised on its own terms. Claiming that
a piece of art doesn’t achieve some effect, for example, when it was clearly
not aiming for that effect, is at best gauche, at worst in bad faith. It’s a fair
foundation: you don’t berate a biologist for failing to explain fundamental
astrophysical concepts in his taxonomical argument, you don’t ask a filmmaker obviously interested in formal experimentation to obsess over the
characters meant only to get her to that.
There are two key words in the previous: foundation, and dogma. These
combine, often in metacritical discourse, in unhealthy ways. The claim becomes a club with which to attack any reading which looks for the gaps that
need to be filled against the apparent values of the object; more insidiously, it becomes a way of re-orienting criticism around the Author. And then
it also spirals into other forms, like the argument that one cannot critique
without viewing or reading or playing, period, which itself skews critical
discourse into the field of consumer advocacy, exclusively.
To treat Robbie Fulks’
this way would be to praise endlessly his writing; Fulks is obviously in the lineage of word-first folk, and he is
incredibly good at that. He even incorporates poststructuralist claims into
his work in ways that are beautiful sentimentally; on “Alabama at Night” he
sings,
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;
“America is a Hard Religion” prevaricates around the way that the Land
of the Free is interpolated within faith; “A Miracle” interrogates historicity
in a way that doesn’t fall prey to a bland linearity of progress, while also
avoiding ahistorical claims.
And
is damn good at that, and that word-first folk is a good
thing to aspire to. The worry is that one might then say: and yet, the guitars do nothing, the music does nothing, and is not particularly well done,
and to have that taken as being in bad faith. That even when saying so with
more specificity, the genre markers that Fulks employs to centralize his lyrical work will be made to function as bludgeons rather than lenses. Because
this is the kernel of the dogma that is useful: taking a thing on its own terms
is always a useful lens. The importance of this distinction is sometimes a
lens is taken up to be disregarded.
So
back.
Nightshades
Crow Moses
Nightshades

does great on its own terms. But its terms also hold it

★★☆☆
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★★★☆

Lorene
Left Arm Tan

Lorene

At least one theory of the album is that it is a totality through which to develop, induce, or explore an affect. The theory might go something like:
while each song produces or reflects or refracts a certain feeling or feelings through its structure, which is a history, and its sounds and its lyrics,
the placement of them together is best done in such a way as to let each
of those momentary feelings develop into something more textually complete, in order to better inscribe it in the body. This is why, say, an album
heard as a teen that describes a kind of anger that is familiar but not wholly
known can tend to stick with the listener better than something more alien;
hearing
, for instance, inscribes on the listener
that the anger they feel is both real and in the world outside of them, and
also an aspect of certain forces.
This is, of course, not the only possible way to theorize the album. It is, after all, a technology. That theory is one way to put to use this thing that we
have invented, organized, and made possible to deploy. It is also a way to
circumscribe other uses of that technology, as all theories must be. What
this means is that an album like
might be called scattered, meaning
only that the production of feelings in each song does not ultimately add
up to the inscription of a singular affect.
And because that theory—or something like it, at least—is so widespread,
that experience of scattering is one that it is easy to take as a negative one,
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a product of ill formation or execution; but I don’t think it has to be. Because Left Arm Tan feels confident in their execution, in their organization, and that confidence is, if not itself a grounds for countertheorization,
at least enough to punch a hole in the desire to simply stick to the script.
That confidence comes in
’s allusiveness—the opening especially—
and its length, and even in the ways it allows itself to be embarrassing.
“Wild Winds,” in particular, is full of such wretched lyrics, and is so wildly
unconvincing in its portrayal of artistic poverty, that it demands attention
not only to why Left Arm Tan is making the choices they’re making in the
moment, but across the whole thing.
All of which makes it hard to say that there’s something particularly “good”
about
, mostly because that would seem at least implicitly to mean
that it adds up, or that it could potentially achieve its affect, when it doesn’t
have that. But then, at the same time: there’s something pretty good about
.

Longshot
Shelley Colvin
Longshot

★★★☆
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★★☆☆

Levi Hummon
Levi Hummon

There’s something about how Levi Hummon’s extraordinarily Bieberish
voice syrups over some of the more surprisingly bold choices his self-titled
EP makes. On “Guts and Glory,” for instance, his first collective comparison is to Rosa Parks on a Montgomery Bus. As in, that’s who we are, along
with MLK Jr, and dead soldiers or whatever. But it’s hard to get up in arms
when he sounds like he wrote it after getting out of fourth period.
That voice—and the production, which I guess I just sort of shovel in with
the idea of his voice—is also why “Chain Reaction” both works and doesn’t.
The song itself is surprisingly writerly, juggling extended metaphors with
aplomb. Coupled with Hummon’s voice, it’s a deceptively ordinary song.
And, honestly, I kind of love that. If QROCC’s review system is a bit more
invested in things of interest than other venues, that might seem to be a bit
of a contradiction; that smoothing-out effect is often taken to mean that
something is less interesting. But then, the effect itself is also a component,
and it is one that is at created with intention. Probably not the intention to
do what it does, but intention nonetheless. And there’s something fascinating about that.
Even still, though. What the
offers is more a glimpse
into potential, rather than a particularly edifying thing in itself.
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The Family Album
Matthew Barber & Jill Barber
★★☆☆

It’s not unexpected given the record’s title, but even then it’s only unsurprising in retrospect.
is full of advice; “Song To A Young
Seagull” advises the listener not to become weak by being over-reliant on
their mother, while “Summer Wages” centers around the phrase “never
hit on 17 when you play against the dealer, because you know that the odds
won’t ride with you.” The Barbers don’t exactly give off the air of veterans,
so there’s something plaintive about how they tell you what (not) to do.
If there’s one thing, though, it’s how good the song “Grandpa Joe” is. The
Barbers’ earnestness throughout all of
is less “hit or miss”
than something that works in weird, sometimes offputting ways. "Grandpa
Joe” gets that right. The story of not knowing a family member is rich in
the wistfulness that situation demands. The song itself is tells pieces of a
story that runs through you but can’t brought together, except through the
transfiguration into Great Grandpa Joe. It's so weirdly, offputtingly sweet.
Love Letter for Fire
Sam Beam & Jesca Hoop
★★☆☆

Garden State
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Lovers & Leavers
Hayes Carll
Lovers & Leavers

★★☆☆

The best encapsulation of
is in “The Magic Kid,” which
is a story of the kind of ambivalence that isn’t necessarily productive. The
song opens with the singer offering a card, and the admission that “Abracadabra, I’ve got nothing up my sleeve / and I may get it wrong or get it right
/ but either way I’m standing in the light, where nothing is hid.” With the
titular phrase, though, Carll introduces a gong and some hand drums, all
‘world music’ style, and what was an interesting premise gets washed away
in a tidal wave of boredom.
If QROCC is interested in anything, it’s in albums that are interesting; that
contain ideas either lyrical or musical that are themselves or are presented
in a way that is, for lack of a better word, productive. And so it is maybe especially the case that albums which reach the threshold of interest without
crossing it end up being judged more harshly than those that don’t even
take that as a goal; Alex Dezen’s self-titled from the previous issue springs
immediately to mind. So there is some sense that perhaps
is better than it ends up sounding; that, judged by a different metric than
ideas, its work is more valued. But then, who can really say; as it stands, the
music never pushes itself any harder than a mild interest, and the writing
never quite rises to the level to ignore that.
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Above the Trees
Tim McNary

★★★☆

If an album’s job is to grab your undivided attention, McNary’s
would have to be called a failure. Luckily, that’s not the case at all,
and McNary’s strengths are in what might be called subtleties, but are more
likely plain old simplicities.
features McNary’s singing with a kind of understated authenticity, a lowkey trustworthiness, that isn’t striking so much as familiar,
and that’s a good thing. The fear, of course, is that he said some dumb shit
in there that you gloss over because of that lack of immediacy; but then,
it’s hard to fault a thing for lack of hyperfocus that is so very hospitable to
your lulling.

Del & Woody
Del McCoury

★★☆☆
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Empty Glasses

★★★☆

Empty Glasses
Reagan Boggs

Sometimes the best way to describe an album is a little bit of plot summary,
so: Reagan Boggs’
opens with a song about a mother haunted by the graves on her property, which is immediately followed by a story
about a girl (who is the protagonist) that involves an abortion. That property in the first song is also being forced out of her possession. The stakes
stay about this high for at least half of the album. In a genre that most often
wants to tell stories about the disaffected through reference to the ordinary
or mundane, it’s shocking how well this works.
When Boggs isn’t singing about being driven from home under threat of
haunting or an abortion, she’s making promises and claiming that the fucking earth will stop spinning if they aren’t kept. The second half of the album winds this down a bit, but it’s hard not to keep the sense that even the
lower key things are heightened; “Hillbilly Highway” talks about getting
laid off from mine work with lines like “Including me, laid off more than
200 men / is it a war on coal, or a war on poverty? / It really doesn’t matter,
just feels like a war on me” which simultaneously work better and worse at
these great heights. The gravity of the record is just super interesting, in a
way that really makes it worth listening to.
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Part of
’ appeal is that Boggs voice, and the production
around it, are almost aggressively ordinary. Which isn’t to say she isn’t
impressive technically or anything, but it’s clearly trying to fit a particularly
broad sonic niche. Coupled with the stakes, that becomes an asset.

All Mountains
Coal Oven

★★★☆

Charismo
Hackensaw Boys

★☆☆☆
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The Heart Breaks
Pauline Andrés

★★☆☆

There’s something about the tempo of Andrés’ album that demands deliberation, from both the listener and the album itself. There are plenty of
spurious connections made in music writing along these lines, of course;
the critic hears a thing, and their expectations are set in one direction, and
the album or song moves in another, and so a potentially intentional dissonance becomes a reason for negative criticism. Which is perhaps exactly
what I’ll proceed to do. But
is such a slow album, so
emphatically focused on the vocals, and so not well written?
I say deliberative because that’s precisely the vibe given off; even the songs
that barely crack two minutes do so at their leisure, and the stories they tell
seem about as fleshed out as they could possibly be. Which is good, except
for how they get fleshed out. Songs like “Drive Like Steve McQueen” seem
to want to perform a narrative reversal, or to alter the speaker, or something, but don’t do so with enough clarity than to end up being anything
other than a kind of murky mess surrounding a hook. And “The East in
Me” seems to have a concrete idea of what it is doing, an elaborate working
of a metaphor, but the phrasing itself is so often muddy that it’s hard not
to fall back on assumptions about what Andrés is claiming rather than hear
exactly what she says.
It’s definitely affecting my judgement that Pauline Andrés is very much of
the Lucinda Williams school of Americana, easily most obvious on “Salt
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& Sugar” but fairly true throughout. And that’s not a bad thing; Andrés
has more to offer than simply copying, but the heavy expectations that
Williams presents in terms of how each aspect bleeds into and enhances
every other is something that Andrés just doesn’t manage on
. “Salt & Sugar,” as an example, is clearly the “Louisiana Story” of
, but it never gives the impression that the music is anything other than an emotive backdrop for the story. That’s not a knock, or
it shouldn’t be, but given just how “Louisiana Story” takes everything from
the pacing to the particulars of the instrumentation to enhance and reflect
on the story, it’s hard not to feel a little disappointment.
Sacred Memories
Joe Mullins & The Radio Ramblers
★★☆☆

A Cure for Loneliness
Peter Wolf
★★☆☆
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A Sailor’s Guide to Earth
Sturgill Simpson
★★★★

You don’t really need to know the particulars of the concept behind Sturgill Simpson’s
to appreciate it, and it is a bit hard
to say whether knowing actually enhances the album. The concept is more
important as a structuring mechanism, unless you’re very inclined to get
misty about a dad singing to his newborn son. I am, uh, not. That structure
allows Simpson to explore country in a way sort of similar to Shooter Jennings’
; by setting the focus of the ideas outside of the genre,
both artists can take things to places that they wouldn’t otherwise be allowed.
Some of that experimentation involves nearly quoting David Bowie to open
his album, as Simpson takes the Major Tom approach to welcoming his son
to the world. The histories that Simpson draws on are interesting; Bowie
to open, some Elvis throughout, a Nirvana cover and plenty of alt-country.
It gives the record something of a sense of timelessness—albeit very much
rooted in whiteness—that works well with the subject matter. And Simpson
kind of kills the cover of “In Bloom,” which absolutely shouldn’t work.
One of the ways that Sturgill mutates the lineage he is engaging with is to
mutate a lot of the social aspects into something more personal or delicate.
This is, generally, something I’d despise, except that he doesn’t simply
erase them. Simpson’s focus as far as the social goes is refracted through
the personal; he uses his time in the Navy to talk about the shittiness of
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war and of armies in a way that is seriously bolstered by his relative lack of
other soap boxing. It is pretty nice to hear a record that’s just like, goofy
dad tells his son how the world works, and that includes how garbage war
is, from experience, and in very non-sensational ways.
More than anything else, what Simpson constructs with
is a really phenomenal album. It’s the sort of thing that is mostly in
execution, and so hard—for me at least—to talk about at length. Other than
to say, I suppose, that it is fantastic.

Southern Moon
Derek Hoke
Southern Moon

★★☆☆

★★☆☆
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For a Song
Mark Erelli

Fern Girl and Ice Man
Uncertain As It Is Uneven
The Lowest Pair
★★★☆

Though the two albums were released on the same day,
and
don’t seem to being necessarily conceptually linked. What they are is a surprisingly good introduction to the duo.
There’s something counterintuitive about that, but it makes sense once
you listen to The Lowest Pair’s newest albums. Even though QROCC has
chosen “country” to talk about a whole mess of interlocking genres, the
most common umbrella is probably “roots music.” And The Lowest Pair
is very rootsy. They clearly centralize the banjo in a way that most groups
don’t, and their voices manage to be both clearly “good,” in a technical
sense, and jarring—even grating. Over the course of an album, that sense
of being jarred wears off, but it isn’t until you’ve sat with them for a good
amount of time that it insinuates itself within you.
Of the two records, the edge probably goes to
, at
least in terms of how memorable it is.
is a more
lush record, filled out with instrumentation and exploration that manages
to walk the line of clearly showing their work but also being a bit on the
experimental edge.
, on the other hand, feels a bit
like playing it safe, albeit not at all in a bad way.
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The biggest issue—or my biggest issue, at least—is that the songwriting across
both albums is so solid that it never quite manages to catch that spark. Both
members of The Lowest Pair work their words into that space where they
go down like a spoonful of sugar, without the medicine. It’s a strange demerit, I know, but that’s just how it is sometimes.

Someone Send a Signal
Nate Leavitt & The Elevation
★★★☆

Someone Send a Signal

New Lane Road
Josh Kelley
New Lane Road

★★☆☆
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Spirit’s Furnace
The Bones of J.R. Jones
★★☆☆

Spirit’s Furnace

Sometimes a comparison is weird because it feels like a stretch, or because
you aren’t sure the essential aspect is being communicated. Other times, it
feels weird because you feel like the standard against which the new thing
is being compared kind of doesn’t deserve to be in that spot.
But then, here we are, a billion high school bands and touch down songs
later, and “Seven Nation Army” is about as ingratiated within cultural
knowledge as you can get. And so The Bones of J.R. Jones’ fuzzy guitars
on
beg to be compared to it as a point of reference. And
sometimes the best you can do is just write a long preamble about how you
wish there were a better option than to make that comparison, just so you
can go ahead and do it anyway.
All of which is to say that
is full of the kind of sounds
that drive stadiums, without ever really touching on the anthemic. That’s a
largely good thing, in my opinion, although the presence of that comparison does make the absence a bit more strongly felt. Which wouldn’t be a
problem, except that there isn’t much to fill its space. Solid songwriting and
a palpable affect are good, but they leave something to be desired.
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American Idols
AJ Croix

★★★☆

American Idols

AJ Croix’s
opens with the title track, which is just about
the least conviction I’ve ever heard in a song about the #spectacle. The fact
that it ends with a weird citation—it feels unintentional? but I can’t imagine
it is?—of Bowie and NIN’s “I’m Afraid of Americans” is maybe a fascinating wrinkle, and maybe some art school level shit.
I feel like there should be some like, Oh How Ironic moment when Croix
sings about singing from the heart, given that this album is maybe the album with the least conviction of anything I’ve ever listened to. But it’s not
really the irony so much as that it’s probably a material relationship; if I’m
hearing this, I’m sure he’s heard it in code or contempt a million times,
and so even if he doesn’t think about it it must bubble somewhere.
The other aspect, beyond that Irony comment, is that so much of this album seems like it asks to be shit on. Croix has songs like “Remain” that
read like he found a rhyming dictionary and thought it was some ancient
knowledge:
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is arguably the most meaningless series of words this side of an Alphabet
press release, and they’re delivered less emotively than Siri answers a question.
All of which, I suppose, is just the language of the hit piece, because as baffling and aggressively uninteresting as it is, I kind of dig it. It’s probably a
purely cerebral enjoyment, which is the bane of music adorers everywhere,
but I’ll take being engaged through a sharp confusion at your album over
some bullshit about tapping directly into my emotions at least seven times
out of ten.

Echoes

Rangers & Valentines
Trapper Schoepp
★★★☆
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★★☆☆

Echoes
Jason Wilber

Paradise Right Here
Willie Sugarcapps

★★★☆

If nothing else, the insistence of Willie Sugarcapps’ “May We Love” forced
me to reconsider what, exactly, it was about
’s hippie
sentiment that so annoyed me. At first it was how it bounced between the
“[take each other’s hands?] / and lay down our arms” and how the harmony comes in when he implores us to harmonize; but the fact that the song
kept going made it clear that neither of those things were the real problem.
Without getting into it too much, that starry-eyed pacifism sits with me
much better coming out of the context of a more generally right-wing milieu than within the left.
There is else though, of course. As a very bluegrass-adjacent Americana
outfit, Willie Sugarcapps has some of that bluegrass #squad feel, which
is especially nice since so much of their focus is clearly on songwriting.
Hearing a multitude of voices sing songs makes the dynamics much more
interesting; especially when they have massive stories like “Mancil Travis,”
which revolves around the image of a white carnation to tell the story of a
man named Mancil Travis with a hidden past and a broken present, alongside songs like the aforementioned plaintive call for pacifism.
And aside from that, it’s just a nicely constructed album; each song hits its
marks, and as a whole they keep interest in a way that feels not just there
but productive. Songs like “Find the Good,” right after and very similar to
“May We Love,” reflect on the latter but also give some depth to earlier
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songs like “Faded Neighborhood.” Not that they change the particulars,
but the album progresses in a way that manages to modify the earlier as
readily as it sets up the later.
All of which adds up to something that doesn’t really seem properly analytical, but which one might call considered. As with other aspects of fiction,
it isn’t so much that it works in the real world as that it creates a convincing
web of interpretive possibility. And that, I think, is worth quite a bit.

The Puck Drops Here
Del Barber & the No Regretzky's
★★☆☆

★★☆☆

The Wayside
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The Wayside
Kelley McRae

Looney Bird
Ashleigh Caudill
Looney Bird

★★★☆

The biggest issue I have with Caudill’s
is that it can feel a bit
like a big budget video game; really strong ideas, very well executed, and
filled out so much that at some point it moves from engaging to enduring.
At only 44 minutes,
isn’t exactly bloated, but what it does well
is so specific that even that run time stretches.
On the other hand, though,
doesn’t have a single bad song
on it, and Caudill is fantastic at using her voice to evoke the complexity of
the lives she is describing. The songs themselves are well written and have
a certain amount of range, like the almost children’s song vibe of “Looney
Bird,” against the lonesome western style of “The One You Left in Tennessee.”
Both of which do their job, and do it well. Which, of course, is part of the
problem. And it’s easy to ignore the work involved in getting it even this
right;
is an album that sounds really fucking good, and that
has really exciting moments to it. But something never quite clicks, which
isn’t so much a criticism as a lament.
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Southern Crescent
Town Mountain

★★☆☆

Southern Crescent

Aside from the fact that “Tick on a Dog” is the worst interpretation of
John Donne’s “The Flea” ever written, Town Mountain’s
is a pretty solid bluegrass album. To be fair, a lot of the songs are
written with the most embarrassingly straightforward metaphors for hooks;
“House With No Windows” being the other most eyebrow raising. Also
man, “Whiskey with Tears,” like, “I drink my whiskey with tears, / when
I’m on the rocks” is just.
The writing is, frankly, kind of bad. It never quite works its way to being
endearing, and the very basic metaphors wear themselves thin extraordinarily quickly. So maybe its just that I’m weirdly fond of bluegrass at this
point, but I think it’s probably that, despite the lyricism, Town Mountain
play well, with a good sense of pacing in the songs.
The real star of the show, honestly, is the interplay between the banjo and
the mandolin. There’s something about how they weave in and out of each
other throughout the playing, and even more about how they make space
for each other within the broader context of the guitar and bass and fiddle,
that just really works.
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World War Willie
Willie Nile

★★★☆

Willie

World War

leaves a pretty strong, and conflicted, initial impression.
“Forever Wild” begins super Bruce Springsteen, which immediately put me
off,until it very quickly won me over; “Let’s All Come Together” switches
gears to a more Dylan-style sound, complete with slightly too vague imprecations toward the bourgeoisie. It’s not really working class, but it sure only
makes sense if you read it that way. “Grandpa Rocks” again switches gears
to a sort of folkier Clash song about a grandfather who enjoys and plays
rock music. It’s a bit of a ride, honestly, and as such there are parts that feel
high and parts that feel low.
After that opening trilogy, Nile settles into a more clear groove throughout
the rest of the album. That kind of range is still present, but for better and
worse it comes out more in the way the songs are focused rather than full
bore. It’s when these variety of influences get swamped together into an
indistinguishable mess that Nile’s at his worst—particularly on “Beautiful
You.” But tracks like “Trouble Down in Diamond Town,” about a prom
queen who goes off to rob banks with a janitor, or “Citibank Nile” from the
perspective of a bank(er?), keep the momentum going.
The desire is to say that
’s unevenness is what keeps it
from being a great album, which is at least partially true. But then, in some
ways it is also its greatest strength, or at least what allows it to make a strong
impression. It’s an interesting record.
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Brown Eyed Georgia Darlin’
Sammy Walker
★★★☆

There’s a certain snotty quality to Walker’s voice that this album of demos
from the 70s really enunciates, and it makes for a very interesting listen.
The songs on it are very straightforward folk, describing events in small
towns or among working folk, backed by a guitar that stays conservative in
its expressive qualities while still demonstrating a level of proficiency. But
there’s something about his voice that adds a wrinkle to the whole thing,
and makes it significantly more compelling.
It helps that Walker uses the straightforward storytelling style to fantastic effect. “A Cold Pittsburgh Morning” especially is a phenomenal song,
about an elderly woman freezing to death in a city focused only on their
sports team’s game. Probably it has some thesis about community that I’d
likely be disinterested in at its core, but the images that Walker uses are descriptive in a way that avoids the kind of moralizing a plot summary might
suggest, and that hold up beautifully in how they are quilted together.
The politics of
feel a bit askew, in a way that
piques interest even when they’re annoying. “Talkin’ Women’s Lib,” the
song that closes the album, is clearly poking fun at early feminism in a way
that doesn’t necessarily seem dismissive, but it ultimately reads like a joke
that doesn’t land.
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The same goes for the implicit argument of “A Cold Pittsburgh Morning,”
which is at least easy to read as a condemnation of sports as opposed to,
like, randomly checking in on your neighbours constantly? On the other
hand though is “The East Colorado Dam,” a very effective song sung from
the perspective of a new father who can’t get work because of prior jail time
whose disenfranchisement runs deep but doesn’t overwhelm. On a song
to song basis, Walker’s album can feel scattered, but taken together it feels
like a textured whole, which might sometimes be a bit torn.

The Low Arc of the Sun
Ashleigh Flynn
★★☆☆

The Low Arc of the Sun

Reckless
Martina McBride

Reckless
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★★☆☆

Never Enders
Lonestar

★★★☆

Lonestar is a mathematical proof of something. I'm not entirely sure what
it is, but it seems impossible not to listen to their latest,
,
without that becoming overwhelming clear. The singers of "My Front
Porch Looking In" have to mean something, and not in the sense of a
metric or an experience. The fact that they exist and released an album in
2016 can only be some sort of undiscovered law of the relation between
discrete cultural spaces and the real abstraction of the commodity form.
Which is one way of saying:
is a pretty good pop album.
The title track is a solid earworm, and the closer—"Boomerang"—is basically lab tested to be in rotation with "Closing Time" as a bartender's postlast call song. The rest of the songs are all pleasant to listen to and occasionally neat, but don't leave a particularly strong impression. That's not
in a bad way, either.

The Westerner
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★★★☆

The Westerner
John Doe

Part of Me
Kristy Cox

★★★☆

Cox's voice lands somewhere between Dianna Corcoran's and Carrie Rodriguez's, and that's pretty high praise, in my opinion. Although
has some less than stellar moments—"Little White Whiskey Lies" never really sticks the landing and "Your Train Don't Stop Here Anymore" hovers
around interest without ever reaching out for it—songs like "Daddy Doesn't
Pray Anymore" manages to perform the structure magnificently. And it's a
structure that I, at least, am very fond of.
isn't exactly an instant classic, but that's not shade, necessarily.
What it manages is to be a damn good record, with peaks and valleys that
are a little more shallow than maybe one might want. It is, in other words,
the opposite of an uneven album, and that's meant in not the best way. But
when Cox hits her stride, it can be pretty magical.
Cox's strength is very clearly in the more dramatic affects; alongside "Daddy
Doesn't Pray Anymore" sits "William Henry Johnson," in which her voice
is accompanied by a very straightforward banjo line and surrounded by a
bevy of other fiddly strings. It's very driving and spatial, and it complements
Cox's voice so well. As even as
is, those particulars really do set
it apart.
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No Turning Back
Larry Hooper

★★☆☆

No Turning Back

Hooper's got a pretty solid gravel, and
has some neat
little stories on it. "Barabbas" in particular, about the afterlife of the man
pardoned instead of Jesus, is a neat little experiment, and honestly one of
the best songs of the quarter.
"Cry Me a River" is a bit weird, and Hooper somehow transforms a relatively straightforward chorus into something that seems genuinely felt:

It's not through his vocal stylings, either, or through an intense emotionality; I'm honestly hard pressed to even gesture toward an analysis, other than
that it hit me way harder than it ought've. The thing about it is also that it
isn't universally true; other songs that have relatively similar stylings and
lyricism don't work nearly as well. "Fire and Brimstone" is a good example;
it's more immediately appealing to me, and it is a neat song, but it's missing
exactly the thing that "Cry Me a River" somehow has.
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High Stakes - Cowboy Songs VII
Michael Martin Murphey
★★★★

There’s moments on
where Murphey sings a note so strained
that you can't help but feel it in your vocal chords, and holy hell does that
go a long way. Composed of songs that are either little bits of advice or narratives, there’s a coziness to the record that his imperfections make even
stronger.
There is also the content of his songs; songs like “I Got Guns” are such a
bizarre thing, about how an absent grandfather lives on through the guns
he passed down. On the other hand are songs like “Running Gun,” about
a man who sells his services as an old west mercenary and who gets killed
by a bounty hunter at the end of the song. Murphey is not afraid to sing as
someone who ends the song dead, which is absolutely wonderful.
On top of that, Murphey does things like cover “The Drover Road to Amulree,” a song by David Wilkie & Cowboy Celtic, which fuses traditional
Celtic music with Western themes and sounds. It’s lovely and another song
about a person who dies and I just really like that.
Murphey himself is a fascinating character; involved in the Outlaw Country
movement, he rose to fame for writing one of The Monkees songs and for
performing “the unofficial anthem” of the American Indian Movement.
That is, of course, the same AIM that occupied Alcatraz, and that worked
with the Black Panthers and others.
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Since the 90s, Murphey has released a series of “Cowboy Songs” records
(with
being, perhaps obviously, the seventh) including a lot
of standards written by cowboys. He's also the co-founder of the National
Cowboy Poetry Gathering. He works politically at the intersection of farmers’ rights and environmentalism, which includes his song “Storm Over the
Rangeland (The Ballad of Kit Laney),” about a man who might reasonably
be called the predecessor to folks like Cliven and Ammon Bundy and the
anti-Bureau of Land Management protesters.
All of which lends something to this record, certainly. Some of the songs
that would be more easily read as simple repetition of tropes—the line
“stand your ground” on the opener “High Stakes” comes immediately to
mind—develop into something more immediate. And, on some level, the
connection to right wing terror makes that use of the death of the protagonist into something genuinely frightening, considering how many reactionary/fascist shooters explicitly aim to martyr themselves.
Combined with the sort of abstracted mythmaking of a song like "Honor
Bound," there's a real sense that this album is fundamentally the expression
of right wing aesthetics. But not in an ideology critique kind of way; in a
very real sense of expressing the confused, ambivalent politics as they are
lived. And I really, honestly, appreciate that Murphey manages that.

★☆☆☆
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Heel
Dogs of Peace

May

★★☆☆

Jared Deck
Jared Deck

There’s something about the line “I believe in the worker,” even before
it gets followed up by “I believe in the dream”—the song’s called “The
American Dream,” so not a lot of ambiguity about which—that hits a very
particular sour spot for me. It’s “believe” there, I think, although it’s also
the faux-Springsteen feel of the song in relation to the rootsier feel of what
came before. But that word is easiest to talk about: because I could say that
too, you know? I believe in the worker. I believe in the ultimate victory of
the working class over the capitalist class. I also happen to think that’s got
less than nothing to do with anything.
There’s plenty of analytic frames to subject that line to, but they aren’t particularly relevant. Deck, as a model of the Americana genre, doesn’t exactly feel in the same model as an Elephant Revival in terms of what I’m still,
probably inadvisably, calling the indie diaspora. But if my gut told me (see
that review) that the move from indie to Americana felt more rightward
than left, as a cumulative move, and of course acknowledging that the indie movement itself wasn’t exactly particularly left to begin with, then that
word—believe—seems a resounding confirmation of that feeling.
Broad strokes aside, there is certainly some stuff on Jared Deck’s self-titled. “17 Miles” rocks, and for all its mushiness, “The American Dream”
isn’t a half-bad Springsteen. Touches here and there, like the feedback
that bleeds all over the end of “Fight” or the organs throughout “Sweet
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Breath”—which start off very strong but end up kind of grating, honestly—are Jared Deck’s biggest strength. Some of the time it feels like Deck
can only really open songs: “Hope, Ks” in particular, and “17 Miles” to a
certain degree have killer openings that kind of end up meandering. Other
times, as with “Fight,” it almost feels like you could almost Frankenstein
this whole album into one really, really fucking good song.
The reality of it is that I point to the right-leaning reading of “believe” not
because I am demanding of ideological purity in the things I hear, but
because Deck’s self-titled is, quietly, really fucking bad at lyricism. That
“believe” isn’t bad because it’s reactionary as such, but because it is fucking mushy and hurts any message Deck is trying to get across. “Hell on
Wheels” is exemplary here, as the most straightforwardly narrative song:
it is about a woman who “used to be Heaven on Earth, but now she’s hell
on wheels.” This is because she got cheated on. She was a wholesome high
school girl who now gets punchy with a few drinks. It is, no joke, some of
the worst character writing I’ve heard in any of the well over a hundred
country albums of the first two quarters of 2016. And on top of that, it’s
got no narrative, or even any compelling imagery, or anything. Lyrically, it’s
straight up bad. And while Deck hides some of that in songs that are more
conceptual than narrative, choices like his use of “believe” end up making
even those close to meaningless.
My Mountain
Jeremy Nail
tain

★☆☆☆

My Moun-
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★★☆☆

Detour
Cyndi Lauper

A cursory look at the tracklist for Cyndi Lauper’s
—and at least
some knowledge of the artist herself—paints a pretty clear portrait. Lauper’s
looking for a public way into country:
is a country album, featuring
names like Emmylou Harris and Willie Nelson and Vince Gill (and Jewel?), made (entirely?) of covers. It’s the kind of thing that gets marketed as
a passion project by a connected superstar who maybe doesn’t shine quite
as bright as she used to.
The reality of these kinds of projects tends to be that they are swept under
the rug, if not outright ignored. Probably the real purpose of them is to cement or develop industry connections, producing or solidifying networks
that range from the personal to the blurbable. Which isn’t to say there isn’t
a consumer market for them as well, only that it’s hard to imagine that it is
the ultimate concern.
What strikes about actually listening to
, beyond reviewing its credits, is the slightly askew version of this that Lauper ends up with. Lauper’s
cover of Willie Nelson’s “Night Life” (featuring Nelson) is probably the
best example, as the song feels more aligned with Standards than Country,
in terms of genre. The record’s best songs — “Heartaches by the Number”
and “I Want to be a Cowboy’s Sweetheart” (featuring Jewel yodeling, and
pretty well?) — move around that as well. If Detour is primarily an industry-facing project that happens to have an album, then it ends up sounding
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more like a bid for Lauper to demonstrate her availability on the lounge
circuit more than anything else.
Which is, at least in my estimation, an aspect of the industry that seems
wildly under-discussed. The obvious examples—the Celine Dions—are
there because their careers have developed a post-hoc teleology to them; it
is nearly impossible to listen to Dion without attributing to her a narrative
that ends in Los Vegas Hotels. And I suspect that post, Lauper
could very well have that same trajectory. Even if it is an album that doesn’t
explode into popular consensus, it will do its work to quietly rewrite Lauper’s history in service of that same, or at least a similar, teleology. In a
weird way, it’s the pop equivalent of rap’s ‘manage a young talent’ model;
if Lauper is Usher, this record is her featuring on Bieber’s first song before
she can disappear behind him.
None of which is to say much of anything about
itself as an album,
because there really isn’t much there to talk about. The covers are performed with fidelity but little extravagance, the instrumentation hews closely enough to the originals to get away with the little flourishes that give the
sense of a lounge act without explicitly being one. The real disappointment
is that Lauper is very subdued throughout the record, but it’s not that big of
a deal; no one can reasonably expect that Lauper’s still just wanting to have
fun all the time.
Aura Vista Motel
Vaudeville Etiquette
Aura Vista Motel

★★☆☆
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★★★☆

Ripcord
Keith Urban

“Gone Tomorrow (Here Today),” the opener, has a very
beginning but mixed with banjo, and that’s pretty great. Then
“John Cougar, John Deere, John 3:16,” the lead single, has Urban going
2/3rds
-era Astronautalis in the chorus, and that’s pretty great too. And then “Wasted Time” has a really neat interplay between
a synth bassline that takes up the same space across different times as a lilty
banjo run, and man I like that a lot too. “Habit of You” starts off okay but
sort of crashes and burns, and then “Sun Don’t Let Me Down” has Pitbull
awkwardly shouting out the troops like no one told him this wasn’t a Toby
Keith album circa 2006.
Honestly, the album kind of meanders from there, but good goddamn if
that opening triplet doesn’t blow just about everything else out of the water. “Blue Ain’t Your Color” is a pretty well written song, and the Carrie
Underwood-featuring “The Fighter” does what it wants to do well, but with
the exception of “Boy Gets a Truck” it seems like that’s all that happens
in this album post-Pitbull. That exception is for the better, of course; it’s a
song written in a very, very familiar pop country style that does it about as
well as can be hoped for.
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Honestly, after that opening,
should have easily been a four star
album; all it would have to do past those first three would be to coast, and
occasionally add little interesting flourishes. Unfortunately it mostly only
does the former, and while the very solid songwriting is appreciated, the
lack of something to sink your teeth into is a real shame.

Jump the Fire
Evie Ladin Band

★★☆☆

The Blues Got Me
Sammy Kershaw

★★★☆
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You Should Be Here
Cole Swindell

★★★☆

Swindell’s pure bro-country, and I’m mostly all in on that. If dude could
be less “Middle of a Memory,” a song about being a creepy overbearing
dude who whines about a girl he met at a bar not being into him, and more
“Broke Down,” which features the line “yeah baby I broke down / and it
ain’t the truck this time”—followed by a sweet guitar solo—I’d be super happy.
It’s worth noting that Swindell’s record is a bit ballad-heavy, which I guess
makes it not 100% bro country? The title track is a pretty incredibly written
song though.
Probably the biggest disappointment is that Swindell’s honky-tonk song is
“No Can Left Behind.” Which isn’t to say that it’s bad, but more that it
comes really close to being good, and never reaches.
also has a bit of a downer ending in “Remember Boys,” which is good
enough for a shitty ballad that dehumanizes women, I guess.
As a whole, I think, the record is pretty solid, though the biggest issue is
the overabundance of ballads, which make
feel a lot
longer than it ought to, and then also sort of diminishes the impact of the
best of the ballads, like the title track.
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Playing With Fire
Jennifer Nettles

★★★☆

Playing With Fire

Above all else—in a genre that’s suffused with shit like The Swon Brothers—the thing that is most noticeable and exciting about Nettles’
is that it is full of women who are characters. This is a soap box
I don’t usually stand on, as someone who has a distinct lack of interest—an
antipathy, even—to characters in any sense, and especially any focus on
them. That’s a combination of my own privilege and my own reasons for
engaging with the things I engage with, and of my own history and theory
of media or art. But then, when something’s done well, it’s done well, and
I do have some more interest in this kind of character work in country
specifically. If there’s one country singer I’d consider myself a fan of, it’s
Miranda Lambert, and it’s for exactly that reason.
Part of that creation of interesting characters is that, beyond simply reaching for the idea of “well rounded” characters, Nettles allows them to exist
in spaces that they react to in ways that range from political to introspective.
“Drunk in Heels” is a pretty straightforward version of the former, with the
singer straight up saying
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The closer, a collaboration with Jennifer Lopez, is that very liberal “we
aren’t so different” kind of country, but that includes a line that’s pretty
clearly throwing shade at Trump.
That this is coupled with songs like “Three Days in Bed,” in which Nettles
plays a woman who sleeps with a French dude for a bit, or with “Salvation
Works,” which opens with a description of a woman who is overbearingly invested in community labor, is what I mean when I say that
is invested in developing spaces for these characters. Even a
very straightforward song like “Sugar,” which is straight up Mandy Moore/
Ashlee Simpson (even including the words “Pieces of Me”) metaphorical
sex-as-candy (wonderful) schlock, gives a sense of a real person behind it.
It fucking works.
None of which is even to mention that songs like “Salvation Works” function as a showcase of Nettles’ voice, which is pretty great, in a way that
doesn’t feel gaudy or showy. In other words: she sings very well, of interesting things, and though the instrumentation is often nothing to write home
about, it also does its job.

Circle Round the Signs
Al Scorch
★★☆☆

Circle Round the Signs
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The Music of Nashville
Season 4, Volume 2
Various Artists
★★☆☆

I suspect that, short of being a fan of the television show, the second volume
of the fourth season of
’s soundtrack is mostly useful to identify
your own soft spots. For me, it’s the ladies who sing on the more delicate
side of the spectrum, but without necessarily being the most professional
singers in the world. Clare Bowen’s “Only Tennesse” is just about the best
example of that.
Which means that a bunch of the rest of the record is pretty forgettable,
because gruff but sensitive dudes doing similar does just about nothing for
me. The other thing, of course, is that Hayden Panattiere is on this, so despite having no knowledge of the show I can assign characters to her songs.
“Hole in the World,” her first song, is clearly in the Kiari of
vein of her acting, while “One Place Too Long” is definitely
’s Kirby.
is great and she’s the best part of it, so I’m pretty partial. I have no idea where her duet with Will Chase, “Boomtown,” fits, but
that’s okay.
The one song that steps out of that, I think, is Lennon Stella’s “Wild Card,”
which has some tilt or something that makes it genuinely compelling. Which
makes sense; the whole album rests on association, and, like I said, identifying one’s own preferences against any sort of thematic continuity. Which
is okay, sometimes.
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If I’m Honest
Blake Shelton

★★★☆

It seems nearly impossible to point to any one thing about Blake Shelton’s
that justifies just how endearing I find this album. The honky
tonk opener “Straight Outta Cold Beer” is fun but isn’t great; the follow
up, “She’s Got a Way With Words” is a little over-enamoured with itself.
The same goes for “Doing it to Country Songs” and “Green,” which might
also be a perfect case study in why you never attempt to make structural
change with the help of advertisers and markets.
Even the best songs, like “Every Time I Hear That Song,” fall into some
weird void where they’re personal in a way that doesn’t feel geared toward
the universal, and so are hard to read as either narrative or purely relatable.
It’s a record saturated with breakup and meet cute songs that also has a
feature from Shelton’s wife, which doesn’t break the fiction but certainly
confuses it. And it closes out with “Savior’s Shadow,” a fucking hymn that’s
kind of more of an earworm than the fourteen pop songs that preceded it.
Also, Shelton’s wife is Gwen Stefani, whose appearance is fantastic. I suppose it is worth mentioning that I’m primarily a fan of her solo stuff, with
the song “Cool” being particularly important to me. It’s very much in that
style that she sings. That it’s followed up by the theme song for the
movie, which is truly a bad song, is a bit of a shame.
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This far in, it seems a bit redundant to say that this confusion, or contradictory feelings, about
is in part something I ultimately end
up feeling more positive about than anything. Part of that is because even
the shittier songs are just good pop songs, but part of it is because, and
again, you might be able to guess this, that it is because that ambivalence is
a much more exciting space to end up in for me personally than something
that is more straightforward enjoyment. But I’m probably overstating that:
Shelton comes at this record with really good pop songs.
Probably the biggest issue with
, in the sense of something
that doesn’t even really have a positive spin, is its length. At just over fifty
minutes, it feels like a handful of the breakup songs could have been cut
to make a much stronger album. Which is a shame, because as ambivalence-inspiring pop country goes, this would be a strong contender for album of the quarter.

★★☆☆
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The Other Side
Crystal Yates

Black
Dierks Bentley

★★★☆

Black

For a line that gets said twice, “That flag on a soldier’s sleeve / all around
the world they know what it means / and they all want a little piece of this
freedom” is surprisingly duplicitous. The ‘Cold War, Spreading Democracy’ reading is the obvious, but the vagueness of the language speaks to
an alternate interpretation; “they all want a little piece” is close enough to
the idiomatic expression meaning that they want to fuck up that soldier.
Which is, in a nutshell, probably this album’s most interesting aspect.
The second single, “Different For Girls,” is a very bad premise for a song
about how women can’t fuck and fight away the pain of heartbreak. The
longer it goes on, though, the easier it is to read as a song very much about
how masculinity is structured to stunt the ability of men to process things.
Obviously the song says that it’s different for girls, meaning that men are
the supposed default, but it is done so insistently that one can’t help but
feel like Bentley’s frantically bricking up a wall to hide the corpse behind it.
“Pick Up” is maybe the one song that doesn’t quite break through to that
second possibility, and so ends up just feeling like an attempt to get the
listener to sympathize with a shithead. On the other end is the lead single,
“Somewhere on a Beach” which, while no “Drunk on a Plane,” is just a
pretty swell song.
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All told, though,
is a bit of a dissapointment. While there are neat
little flourishes—like the almost wubby bass that ties together how “Why
Do I Feel,” making that song intowhat I would call Dubstep Country utterly without parody or snark—
is largely floaty and internal in a way that
produces only surface level readings and reactions, rather than any sort of
legitimate sustained attentiveness or desire.

Couchville Sessions
Darrell Scott

★★☆☆

Couchville Sessions

Wrong Side of the River
Rob Baird
★★☆☆
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★★☆☆

Lula Wiles
Lula Wiles

Lula Wiles’ self-titled has a bit of an “If I Die Young” by The Band Perry
vibe throughout, which isn’t really a good or a bad thing. Or, more specifically, it’s bad in that it makes it easy to sort of gloss over, the way you do
after you’ve heard about sharp knives and short lives on the radio for the
fifteenth time in a month. But then it’s also good because that song is kind
of great, whatever, I like it a lot. Plus the video is on some goofy Sixpence
None the Richer cosplay, which is pretty endearing.
As is always the case, that similarity also leads to an interpretation which
privileges the things that are already privileged in the earlier example.
Which means that one tends to think: the vocalists of Lula Wiles acquit
themselves pretty nicely. Also it is pleasantly twee. Also, I’m not so sure
that I care for either of those things across the length of an entire album.
Lyrically,
seems to rely on the turn of phrase, and that’s another thing the band does well. Not well enough, necessarily, to quote from
memory, however. It’s just like, a pretty solid album because of those,
mostly. I certainly don’t mind it.
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Mosey
Daniel Romano

★★☆☆

Mosey

The opening track to Daniel Romano’s
sounds like it could have
been a rejected opening theme from
, which isn’t
a bad thing—the music in that show kills. There’s a bit of weirdness in how
Dylanesque this record is despite that evocation, though.
Probably the most notable thing about Romano’s songwriting is that it is
the kind that clearly values the descriptive, most clearly in the insertion of
incidental detail. It opens with a sort of inversion of this, with songs about
making someone fall in love with the singer and loving. They turn on their
heads, largely because they don’t specify the unspoken assumption that
goes with the premise; making someone fall in you doesn’t mean you love
them, of course, and loving doesn’t necessitate a person.
Romano’s cover of The Everly Brothers’ “The Collector” cements this
point; despite not knowing the original, it was dead obvious that “The Collector” was not written in the same voice as the bulk of the album. Which
isn’t to say that Romano doesn’t do plenty of work, in terms of his particular inflection and style, to bring it into line; but the words themselves are
just arranged, well, differently.
It’s Romano’s lyrical voice that the album hinges on; those with more interest in those incidental details—and a taste for more music like Freakwater’s
—will certainly appreciate this album.
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★★★☆

Rain Crow
Tony Joe White

Tony Joe White has a hell of a voice, and that’s not exclusively a compliment. It’s not hard imagine him warming up by singing “Bad to the Bone”
in a pitch-perfect Tom Waits impression, which is fucking cool most of
the time. There’s bits where he stretches though—“Right Back in the Fire”
stands out, in a weird way; is that like, Sinatra he’s vaguely channeling, or
Elvis, or something? His voice doesn’t range far enough to really tell—that
lead to less flattering results.
White’s
is clearly the sort of album that enraptures while it’s
active, but is a bit harder to be picked out of a line up. “Tell Me A Swamp
Story” is nowhere near as good as Lucinda Williams’ “Louisiana Story,”
but even the fact that it evokes it is praise in my eyes. And it doesn’t do so
because they are similar in superficial ways, but because White’s record
has that same sort of feel.
In at least one specific sense,
has the vibe of a mixture of Lucinda Williams’
, Malcolm Holcombe’s
and Gene Watson’s
Which, if you’ve read the
first issue, you’d know is absurdly high praise; that’s a near complete list of
the four star albums we’ve given out here. The specific sense, of course,
isn’t in quality, but in goals and aesthetics, and at least one of the problems
is that these three don’t necessarily admix into greater than the sum of their
parts. Which isn’t to say White doesn’t manage a lot, of course.
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Blue Skies
Mountain Heart

★★☆☆

Blue Skies

There’s a lot of “but, still,” feeling about Mountain Heart’s
;
their cover of Dylan’s “Maggie’s Farm” is so obviously unnecessary, but
still. The song “Addicted” seems as though it must be some kind of dig at
pop music—your love is my drug is sung straight up, and the oohs sound
like a million people, including Avicii. But, still? “The Bad Grounds”—that
all important instrumental on a bluegrass album—gives up its momentum
toward the end, clearly trying to make space for a different kind or focus
on movement, but still.
The caveat on “Maggie’s Farm” is that, despite adding next to nothing to
the thousands of other renditions available at a moment’s notice, it somehow bolsters the character of the album. That’s as in the character that develops as voice, which is to say the singer-as-narrator/protagonist/person.
And that’s likely the strongest aspect of
; even songs that seem
like they have nothing to do with the rest have a certain quality of voice that
sutures them together.
“Have You Heard About The Old Hometown” is a bizarre one that almost certainly shouldn’t fit in with the lovelorn-but-optimistic bulk of the
rest of the record, and it seems like it doesn’t at first; but somehow, by
the end—though nothing’s changed—it feels like it works perfectly. Luckily,
closes in proper country fashion, with an overlong, string-heavy
maudlin moralistic bore, so it doesn’t entirely manage.
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Probably the most interesting thing, character work aside, is “Hometown,”
which speaks to moving out of a poor town fairly authentically. The weird
thing about it, of course, is that it does so too well. Picked apart, any of
the language that specifically determines the town’s lack of wealth could
be easily individualized; the singer could just as easily be singing about an
unfortunate series of events in the lives of his parents as about the local
economy. But the heavy reliance on so much folk music of personalizing
the stories allows for this, and allows it to work really well.
It is probably also worth noting that a good amount of that character is
developed through the production of
. The album feels universally warm, with instrumentation that is clean without feeling sterile and
arranged around the vocals in a way that allows the latter to shine without
overwhelming. Songs like “Hometown” fit into the puzzle less because of
what they say and more because they sound right.

Beyond the Bloodhounds
Adia Victoria
★★★★

yond the Bloodhounds
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Be-

Waitin’ Around EP
Alex Pieschel

★★★☆

Waitin’ Around EP

Pieschel’s
is a pretty delightful little thing that calls itself Southern Rock, but doesn’t have the masculine posturing that so much
of that genre has. That’s meant in both the music and the lyrics, to be clear.
Musically, the
is mostly centered around Pieschel’s
fingerpicked guitar and the backing of some light drumming, alongside
Pieschel’s voice. He sings in a way that you might call breathy—or waifish,
even?—that lends something soothing and dreamlike to the songs. Coupled
with the sparing use of synth lines to embellish the sound, it all contributes
to a particular sense of content disaffection.

★★☆☆
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Absolute Loser
Fruit Bats

Rest in Chaos
Hard Working Americans
★★★☆

feels like one of those toss up albums; the kind of thing that
could be fêted only by teenagers with no broader experience, or the sort
of thing that people look back on and wonder why it didn’t get more exposure when it was current. The former depends on marketing that actually
works, without overextending; the latter depends on whatever weird course
history ends up taking.
The fourth track of the Hard Working Americans’ album is the kind of
thing that you have to google to make sure you haven’t heard it before; and
even by that point the mixture of bursts of noise into what sounds mostly
like Classic Rock with a country edge has become established, rather than
purely emotive.
All of which is to say: my best estimation of
is that it’s pretty
alright, and that the only real way to think about it will be when history’s
brought to bear, or isn’t.
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The Things That We Are Made Of
Mary Chapin Carpenter
★★★★

There is, I think, nothing about Mary Chapin Carpenter’s
that I don’t love. From Carpenter’s voice, which is
understated and forceful, to how the instrumentation backs it to bring out
the depth of feeling in her voice, to the way that her singing takes account
of narrative possibilities but is mostly interested in delicate phrasings that
are—I think universally?—fantastic.
The phrasings are the important thing, but Carpenter is also very, very good
at producing imagery out of that. “Note on a Windshield” is probably the
best example, and it is just a gorgeous song. “88 Constellations,” a bonus
track, is also worthy of note, as is the kinda goofy titular image of “Map of
My Heart.”
This is another one of those album’s that hits in a place that is a bit hard to
articulate, albeit Carpenter’s a bit more immediately intellectual of an enjoyment than my reaction to
. Which isn’t to say
anything about either record, of course, but only my own reactions (which
itself isn’t necessarily true either; my reaction to
initially was excessively intellectual, to the point of paralysis, which was
then sublimated into inarticulacy).
What a great album, though.
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June

Earth
Neil Young & Promise of the Real
★★★★

As someone who has respect for Neil Young’s work, but not a ton of familiarity with it, my take on
—a live album with Promise of the Real, a
rock band that usually backs Willie Nelson’s son, and a twist—is probably a
bit idiomatic. A lot of the songs themselves are new to me, in other words,
where the assumption with most would be that they’re new takes on familiar things.
I don’t know that I’d recommend
as an introduction to Young’s
work, if you’re in the same boat as me, although I absolutely can recommend it as an album. That aforementioned twist is, in my opinion at least,
super fucking cool; the live performance is interspersed and intersticed
with nature sounds. Mostly animals—crickets and crows, for instance—but
also a flowing river at one point, gunshots at another. Given that the live set
revolves around songs that Young has written about, well, earth—and that’s
honestly the only word that fits, because he does move within its polysemy
between land and nature and so on—the inclusion is, at least as described,
a little on the nose. And it doesn’t not feel like that in listening as well. But
in the context of a live album, that smattering of explicit production feels
outré enough that I think it still works.
It helps that Young does seem to embrace a broad understanding of many
things; just like that movement between the meanings of the album’s title,
the way he can switch from the shouty political stridency of “Seed Justice”
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to the lingering appreciativeness of “My Country Home,” and then make
the same switch (with an entirely different feeling) between “The Monsanto Years” and “Western Hero” immediately following, is a pretty exciting
thing. That “Western Hero” also has an almost The Residents’
kind of vibe—as does “Big Box,” in a very different way, when
the backup singers chant the names of various corporations—in both the
storytelling and the incorporation of backup singers adds points.
The closer, “Love and Only Love,” is a half hour build-up-and-deconstruct-and-repeat jam that works decently well, and there’s a line in “People Want to Hear About Love” that’s pretty repugnant. That those are the
worst things I can say about
is, frankly, astounding to me.
is an
absolutely fascinating and fantastic record.

California Sunrise
Jon Pardi

★☆☆☆

California Sunrise
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★★★☆

Robert Ellis
Robert Ellis

Ellis has a strange voice; it’s nasally in a way that doesn’t really suggest
twang, bodied in a way that makes brittle seem wrong, even as it comes to
mind. It’s hard to say if any of that’s good or bad, or if it works in line with
his music. Partially because Ellis’ music is, if I were to reach for a couple
of pithy words in the line of genre descriptors, something along the lines
of Cinematic Americana; his mandolin
s like its played on a porch, but
when the fiddle comes its in sweeping orchestral mode. String section style,
if you know what I mean.
There are some interesting choices on Ellis’ self-titled; it opens with “Perfect Strangers,” which feels about as conventionally Americana as it gets,
telling a relatable story that is grounded in feeling with a twist. By the time
the record gets to its third to last song, “Screw,” though, a lot has changed.
“Screw” leverages that cinematic feeling to create a soundscape that would
be as comfortable on an early aughts beat tape or as an outtake from
as on this record. Which is mostly cool because
does do the work to get to the point where that’s comfortable, even
if I’m not entirely enamoured of some of the choices he makes in getting
there.
In short, I suppose: Robert Ellis is an album that doesn’t work great on a
song by song basis, but the accretion of mistakes builds up to something
genuinely interesting.
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Deep Waters
The Lonely Heartstring Band
★★☆☆

This issue talks a lot about the concept of an album, and the various ways
it can be framed or approached. And all of that is important, especially for
many of the individual records reviewed here. What’s left unsaid is that
even for all the work one can do with or because of that, it’s only one aspect of a larger framing.
Another aspect is much harder to take time out to talk about: a band’s
name. That’s in part because the semiotics are so set, the kinds of messaging around it so tied into convention and specificity that it is often not
worth it to try. You know that ‘albums with the singer’s name on the cover’
are not products of a single person, but that they are to be highlighted, just
as you know that bands with single word Scandinavian names are likely to
be some subgenre of metal. Which brings us to The Lonely Heartstring
Band.
It’s almost annoying how apposite the name is; The Lonely Heartstring
Band, at least as far as
goes, is a bluegrass band that sings
about being sad. Specifically about being sad in the context of relationships. And they do it across tempos and keys, across technical exercises
and structured songwriting. Their name does the kind of work an album
name usually does. It’s weird.
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That aside: in a surprising amount of ways,
sounds like one of
Nick Drake’s possible futures. Had he lived and ended up in the bluegrass
scene—a not unlikely scenario, I think—he might well have written songs
like “Sophia” or “Until I Cross That Line.” That goes both ways, of course;
I don’t think I’d trust Nick Drake with Seeger’s “If I Had a Hammer,” and
I don’t think that The Lonely Heartstring Band does it any great justice either. Musically it’s fine, but it feels sapped of any message, and performed
only as a sort of obeisance to gatekeepers. Which I hold no grudge against,
but again, for that song in particular, I dunno.

★★☆☆

Someone To Take Your Place EP
Tara Thompson
★★★☆
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El Rio
Frankie Ballard

★★☆☆

Obsessed
Dan + Shay

When I was writing the first issue of the Quarterly Review of Contemporary Country, I ended up doing quite a bit of music video criticism that
didn’t get used. Among the most memorable, for me, was this blurb I
wrote about the music video for Dan + Shay’s “From the Ground Up;” I’m
going to quote it even though it’s not published, because why not.

Across the length of an album, that sweetness dissipates pretty quickly. I
don’t know that there’s anything explicitly bad to say about
, except that the praiseworthy things read to me like a checklist: impeccably
produced, well-harmonized, tightly written, focused, well rounded ideas.
None of them go much of anywhere, though.
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Wondrous Traveler
The Small Glories

★★★☆

The Small Glories’
is a light and surprisingly exciting
album. Songs like “Old Garage,” which tell the story of a 40s war hero
grandfather tinkering in the garage throughout the twilight of his life, work
so much better than they ought; as a topic, it’s clearly a wide-eyed stare of
a request to relate, but the Glories manage to spice it up musically enough,
sing it convincingly enough, and introduce enough personality in the writing that it comes across as exceedingly genuine and enjoyable. That they
close it out with a little military-style snare march that reads as cute rather
than cloying is a testament to their abilities.
“Way Over Yonder in the Minor Key” has such goofy, jubilant exclamations of “there ain’t nobody who can sing like me” that there’s no desire
for the hubris to be punished. The whole album has a sort of rolling quality, which is of course aesthetically tied to plains and hills, but the lyricism
is mostly very contained. These things work together so much better than
they should, and for that alone
would be worth a listen. That The Small Glories also happen to be fun musicians and excellent
lyricists only adds value.
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Big Day in a Small Town
Brandy Clark
★★★☆

Among the standard characters available to women who sing country, the
one that I’m most often suckered in by is the kind of person who will sing
songs about drinking and smoking and fantasizing about killing her cheating ex. It’s a good character. Brandy Clark isn’t quite doing that, though
she’s close enough that I’m likely overlooking certain aspects about the album that don’t work as well as they might to someone else; but then, who
cares.
Probably the most interesting thing about
is how
it balances point of view; there’s a predominance of the first person, where
a story is told with singer as narrator, but there’s a solid minority of third
person stories as well, which feels a little strange. Said straight like that, it’s
almost like a description of the country genre as a whole, but there’s specificity there too. The thing about this record is that Clark not only sings
songs from different points of view, she does it to great effect, and with a
clear understanding of the different results those different techniques can
result in.
The difference is probably most obvious when “Homecoming Queen”
follows after “Girl Next Door;” the latter is a rocking fuck you to people
who don’t accept her lifestyle choices (which itself is, you know, problematic) while the former is a tight third person POV about aging out of
youthful promise. It’s pretty easy to imagine both songs taking place in the
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same town, and it only takes some very basic mental gymnastics to say that
they’re both concerning the same person; homecoming queens can end up
with tattoo sleeves, and all that. Obviously a lot of the differences in affect
have to do with the musicianship and structure—“Homecoming Queen”
is something like a ballad, “Girl Next Door” a pop song—but the shifting
POV is clearly used in making those kinds of decisions as well.
All of which is not to say that this is some special quality of songwriting that
Clark has discovered for the first time. But there’s something about the
way that
understands that the POV split is meaningful, and highlights that fact, that makes it an album worth hearing.
Rehab Reunion
Bruce Hornsby & the Noisemakers
★★☆☆

Rehab Reunion

Every Little Star
Elizabeth Wills

★★★☆

Every Little Star
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Colvin & Earle
Colvin & Earle

★★★☆

Cosmic American Music
gets off to a bit of a weird start, with the titular duo doing
that weird Christian Reclamation of the American Civil Rights Struggle of
the sixties (which is to say Martin Luther King, Jr.) thing. Once they cover
the Rolling Stones’ “Ruby Tuesday”—in a style that seems to me more The
Beatles-cum-Neutral Milk Hotel than the original band, though who am
I to say—things start to clarify. The album’s much more interested in that
aesthetic than in whatever else I expected of it, and for as much as I don’t
necessarily dig it, I can appreciate it on some level.
The turning point, really, is “The Way That We Do,” which through most
of the first listen I was feeling deeply noncommittal about. In the last stretch,
though, I realized it sounded very much like some of the songs off
, the compilation of lost, vanity pressed 60s/70s country
music put out by the Numero Group as part of the Wayfaring Strangers
series. The variety of artists on that compilation—mixed with the fact that it
is authentically lost music, rather than a recreation—made that record one
of the best of the previous quarter. Focused in a duo, and made for 2016,
I can muster much less investment.
There is something about the shape of the album, though, that is worth
noting, or even praising. It’s not quite a journey, but there’s something
there. It goes places, at least, and seems to do so in a way that makes sense.
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case/lang/veirs
case/lang/veirs

★★★☆

is kind of an incredible album. From the 60s sock hop style
of “Atomic Number” to the cutesy little love song with a twist of “Best
Kept Secret” to the nearly gospel-like emotive intensity of “Georgia Stars,”
there’s a ton on here to fall in love with.
The question that follows the super group (of vocalists, especially) is how
the time will be divvied up, and case/lang/veirs opts for the round robin
method. Each song largely features an individual singer, with the others
performing occasional backing vocals. It works really well, honestly; in a
weird way it gives it a sort of bluegrass feel that has nothing to do with the
kind of instrumentation—only the way that it privileges the #squad.
The main issue is that each song feels a little short, which leads to an album
that almost feels rushed. “Greens of June” is the only song that tops four
minutes, and, while it’s not the best, it definitely feels like it has a certain
amount of leg room that some of the other songs could really use.
If there’s one song, it’s likely “Song for Judee,” which does a phenomenal
job of telling a story even in its relatively brief running time. That, and it
seems exceptionally fitting for this kind of project; case/lang/veirs is clearly
in some sense a reclamation of weird country/folk/americana, and tying it
together with reference to Judee Sill is both smart and really fucking cool.
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Exodus of Venus
Elizabeth Cook

★★☆☆

Elizabeth Cook’s
is one of those albums that I feel the
desire to love, which is always hard. The pieces seem all there; she sings
with just enough drawl that her words are emphasized, her production is
lush without feeling like straight pop, and what she’s talking about seems to
have a breadth of interest and geography in a way that I can get down with.
It’s the latter of these three, unfortunately, that mars the album most; not
that it is broad, but something that’s a bit hard to define about the words
themselves.
The easiest thing to blame it on would be Cook’s lyricism, and I’m not
unconvinced that that’s the right impulse. Something about how she approaches her subjects obfuscates them in a way that seems very unintentional. Obfuscation in itself isn’t a pure negative, but this reads more like a
failure to communicate than a purposeful exploration of the vagaries and
productivities of communicative difficulty. Or, even, of the privileging of
the sonic or poetic qualities of language over the desire to communicate
thematic or narrative qualities.
None of which makes
a bad album, by any means, but it
does contribute to it being a frustrating one.
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Willow Springs
Michael McDermott

★★★☆

There’s little that’s more of an immediate turn off, to me, than a Bob Dylan
sounding motherfucker. I never connected with dude’s music growing up,
and while I respect him now, it still doesn’t really click. So when Michael
McDermott opens up
with the title track, I was just about
ready to cut my losses. I’m glad I didn’t.
Sonically,
is a dyed-in-the-wool folk album, all acoustic
guitar and slightly-nasal drawl held back in favor of the clarity of the word.
The songs have that feel of being fudged autobiography, stories about the
self of the singer that pull from a bit broader range than personal experience. “Folksinger” is probably the exemplary moment there: it begins with
the desire to stop being a folk singer, but spirals out into other occupations
in a show of something somewhere between character work and solidarity.
As a listen, I think it’s probably the weakest song on the record, but points
to it for being very clear on just what McDermott does.
’ best songs are probably “Getaway Car” and “Soldiers of
the Same War;” both do a phenomenal job of conveying their stories in
full with interesting wrinkles in their delivery. They’d be rock solid anchors
of a forgettably decent album, if
didn’t make a turn after
“Folksinger.” Another point in favor of that song.
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The back third of
turns the album from a very well done
entry into the folk music genre into something more personal, and at the
same time more meaningful. “Shadow in the Window” is kind of an incredible song, not least because it is a song with reverence for a dead dad
that I’m not just annoyed by. McDermott tells the story of his taciturn father’s passing, and the questions that remain around his inner life, with a
quiet but robust sound.
More than anything, though, is the affect that it reaches for; for an album so
wrapped up in Dylan-style folk, it is surprisingly easy to identify the affective aim of “Shadow in the Window” as being much closer to pop country.
The point isn’t, as with most folk, to tell a story that resonates broadly in
ways that are historical or material, but to universalize a primarily intellectual emotion. That he doesn’t reach for the sonic shibboleths of country,
and instead sticks to the sounds he’s been using, only reinforces this affective shift. It’s, frankly, kind of brilliant.

American Dreamer
Frankie Lee
American Dreamer

★★☆☆
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Life in the Dark
The Felice Brothers

Life in the Dark

★★★☆

There’s something really pleasant about the free-associative lyricism on
The Felice Brothers’
, particularly in its opening “Aerosol
Ball.” As much as country music’s a storytelling/narrative medium, that poetic free play is appreciated, even if it is as goofy as the example on display.
The one issue I’d take with it is that
references crack(-cocaine) like, more than once? and its in a kinda shit way. Free association is
great and all but it definitely needs to either go all in (and likely be incredibly dull) or be intelligently edited (which is what most of the rest of this
feels like), which includes not saying shit that kinda sucks.
Probably the biggest disappointment on
is that The Felice
Brothers are, generally, clearly much better at that “Aerosol Ball” mode
of songwriting than they are with something more straightforward. The album’s epic is “Diamond Bell,” sung from the perspective of a man who fell
in love with the titular bandit. The story itself is pretty fine, and even fun,
maybe, but for some reason the singer suddenly goes full Neutral Milk Hotel, which makes it a little weird. Especially because of the connotation; it’s
well known, I think, that
is a weird concept
album about Anne Frank, but that’s super not the reason anyone I know
cared about it? If you’re going to go in on a certain style, you’d hope to do
it with something that the progenitor of that style was super good at, right?
And not, say, the thing that is the least remarkable about it. Maybe that’s
just me.
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There’s also this weird hidden track that sounds like a super upbeat Ugly
Casanova song, which is pretty weird.
’s a pretty weird album, which is a nice thing to say, at least in my world.

True Sadness
The Avett Brothers

★★☆☆

★★★☆
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These Hills
Irene Kelley

Makin’ My Way
Rudy Parris
Way

★★☆☆

Makin’ My

Rudy Parris’
has what I might consider the single worst
written song I’ve ever heard. I am going to quote it at length:

Which is, well, the worst of this record, but not by all that much. You can
probably guess that “Zombies Dressed in Abercrombie” has some, uh,
lines in it.
The record isn’t all bad, of course, and the shittiness is so excessive that it’s
actually kind of fun. It’s also weird how wildly the generic shifts occur; the
album itself is almost structured like a shitty 90s rap album, with the whole
“superstar lineup song” and everything. Parris himself is a very technically
accomplished singer who also puts on a really heavy twang.
But man, this whole mess of an album. I can’t recommend it, but it’s definitely an experience.
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Storyman

★★☆☆

Storyman
Sam Bush

There’s something about how Sam Bush tells his stories that makes the album title read less like “man who tells stories” and more like “bullshitter.”
Which is not necessarily a bad thing? It’s kind of a bad thing, though.
Mostly it’s a bad thing—or at least a negative one—because so many of the
stories the story man tells are basically just bits of advice. “Everything is
Possible,” says one title, while another proclaims that “It’s Not What You
Think.” These suggest ways of living, but mostly they seem like someone
advising you in a way that they just thought of and find to be much more
clever than it is.
Probably the biggest disappointment of “Storyman,” though, has nothing
to do with how you rate Bush’s credibility as a storyteller. It’s that the
bluegrass instrumentals—a thing QROCC remains passionate about—in,
for instance, “Greenbrier,” are, well, uninspiring. They’re not bad, by any
means, but they certainly don’t drive the album in the way that, say, The
Grascals did.
Add to that the weird tone, which is only made worse by the off-putting
goofiness of songs like “Transcendental Meditation Blues” or “Handmics
Killed Country Music” or “Carcinoma Blues,” and you have an album that
has some strengths—like the straightforward “Lefty’s Song”—and a bit of an
interesting interpretive work to surround it, but not a lot of either.
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Scof aw
Clint Morgan

★★★☆

Scofflaw

is pretty clearly two albums; the first fourteen tracks describe the
lives of various outlaw-style men—to varying ends—while the last five opt
to pivot hard into the hymnal. The first album would probably work fine
without the second, though I don’t know how the second would fare without the first.
Morgan’s music itself does not seem to take center stage, and for what that
is it works. He’s very much a storyteller accompanied by instruments, and
those instruments do a pretty good job at keeping the tone right and the
mood interesting. Generically,
is probably closest (for most of
its run) to Southern Rock. It has those dirty guitars, it’s comfortable with
some brass, and the singing doesn’t shy away from ending up at pure, spoken narration when it works.
The stories themselves are remarkably consistent, and not always in a way
that works. The preponderance of songs about how badass the narrator/
character is kind of grates. Call it a ‘protest too much’ kind of deal, or just
a lack of diversity in imagination. But then, that’s sort of the whole thing
with Southern Rock, so I can’t fault it too much.
That the religious turn at the end of
seems so transparently unable
to hold its own weight is probably enough said. But the fact that it shows up
on this record in particular is neat, at least.
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★★★★

HERO

HERO
Maren Morris

On
’s lead single, Maren Morris calls country music her church.
Or, at least, she guesses that it is. She’s not exactly the type to make broad
declarations without hedging them, and that’s one of her strengths. It nestles somewhere among her ability to tell stories and her ear for pop country. I am, if it isn’t clear, a bit enamoured of all of those strengths.
If pop means anything at this point—in terms of aesthetics, because it means
a whole lot regarding capital and distribution and so on—it would have to
be an attentiveness to (trends in) production. Which is another thing that
does incredibly well; the whole album is produced to feel clean as
fuck, but in a way that feels like it specifically makes space inside itself for
feeling intimate. Which is to say that it is not quite maximalist, but that it is
very much evocative of the kind of pop production that could be described
that way.
Morris herself also pulls off some little feats of phrasing in the album that
endear it even more; the way she articulates “yacht in the water” on “Rich”
as if she were rapping it to stress the internal rhyme, or the way the chorus
shift in “Drunk Girls Don’t Cry” pulls out the dub threads in the instrumentation, and Morris soars in her low register around it.
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A Whole Lot More To Me
Craig Morgan
★★★☆

A Whole Lot More To Me

Summer

The More I Learn
Bryan Sutton

★★☆☆

Learn

The More I
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★★☆☆

Summer EP
Cassadee Pope

★★★☆

Sister Sadie
Sister Sadie
Sister

Sadie

Sister Sadie is a bluegrass supergroup, which is something that remains
a pretty foreign concept to me. I understand, of course, that supergroup
just means “members of other bands that are well known get together to
make a new band,” and that prior to QROCC I had no visibility into the
bluegrass scene and so am not qualified to judge, and even that bluegrass
is a very technically-demanding style of music in a lot of ways that would
be conducive to developing individual stardom. It still seems weird to me.
None of which matters, of course, because
is a pretty fucking
incredible album. It’s real driving bluegrass, focused on technical displays
that translate into fun listens that can also be rewarding. The members of
Sister Sadie are good enough at their instruments that not only can they
play them to all hell, they can incorporate their individual techniques into
the broader fabric in identifiable ways that function like motifs.
Add to the fact that they make technique fun (I am not the kind of person
who finds technique fun) the thematic coherence of the album, and you’ve
got a winner. Sister Sadie sets motherhood at the center of the album, and
orbit faith and love around them. And they do it in forty minutes, none of
which are wasted. They even kill a cover of Carl Butler’s “Don’t Let Me
Cross Over” for good measure.
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Invincible
Corn ower Blue

★★☆☆

Invincible

From the opening moments of “Catherine,” Cornflower Blue had an uphill battle. Something about the way that the male singer’s voice comes in is
absolutely unbearable, for me at least, and the fact that
is clearly
americana had me trying to find some way to not have to listen to the rest
of it. I could mentally classify it as indie or alternative rock, and that would
be out of QROCC’s remit, right? Except that it’s clearly got a bluegrass
background. And even by the end of “Catherine,” I was less in flight mode.
The rest of the album rocks between the 90s alt rock sound and cloying
shit like “Invincible.” That
also has a tribute to the Bakersfield
Sound is somewhere between an eye roll and a squint, somehow both utterly predictable and annoyingly left field. If that all seems excessively negative, well. It’s not a great album. There’s definitely some stuff to it, though.

★★★☆
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Undercurrent
Sarah Jarosz

